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Stem cell niches are special microenvironments that maintain stem cells and control their behavior to ensure tis-
sue homeostasis and regeneration throughout life. The liver has a high regenerative capacity that involves stem/
progenitor cells when the proliferation of hepatocytes is impaired. In recent years progress has been made in the 
identification of potential hepatic stem cell niches. There is evidence that hepatic progenitor cells can originate 
from niches in the canals of Hering; in addition, the space of Disse may also serve as a stem cell niche during fetal 
hematopoiesis and constitute a niche for stellate cells in adults.

Introduction
The stem cell niche hypothesis was developed in 1978 by Raymond 
Schofield (1), who proposed that stem cells reside within fixed 
compartments that promote and maintain their characteristics. 
These microenvironments or niches regulate the behavior of stem 
cells by preserving their quiescent state or controlling the balance 
between self-renewal and differentiation after activation. These 
mechanisms sustain the stem cell pool to ensure tissue homeosta-
sis and regeneration throughout life. The niche is defined not only 
by the site where a stem cell is located, but also by the composition 
of the microenvironment of the surrounding cells. Signals from 
the environment and intrinsic programs are required to control 
stemness, proliferation, and differentiation of stem cells.

Research on stem cell microenvironments in different tissues 
indicates recurring motifs in the niche composition. The interac-
tion of neighboring cells with stem cells is critical for the establish-
ment of a stem cell niche, through both secreted signaling factors 
and direct cell-cell contacts (2). Endothelial cells and stromal cells of 
the bone marrow, for example, release CXCL12, also called stromal 
cell–derived factor 1 (3–5), which is the only ligand for CXCR4. 
The interaction of CXCL12 and CXCR4 is essential to initiate and 
maintain stem cell niches through the control of stem/progenitor 
cell migration. The recruitment of stem cells from the bone marrow 
is partly mediated by local downregulation of CXCL12, which facil-
itates their mobilization into the bloodstream (6). Other factors 
secreted by stem cell neighbors are also known to regulate stem 
cell behavior. The β-catenin–dependent or canonical WNT signal-
ing pathway can preserve quiescence in hematopoietic stem cells 
and is essential to maintain stemness (7–9) but was also reported to 
initiate cell differentiation (10, 11). The noncanonical WNT ligand 
WNT5a, which mediates β-catenin–independent WNT signaling, 
was recently identified as an important factor of the hematopoi-
etic stem cell niche to regulate quiescence by counteracting canon-
ical WNT signaling (10). A possible role of hedgehog (Hh) signal-
ing for the maintenance of quiescent stem cells in their niche is 
not established yet and requires further investigation. However, 
some evidence has been presented that Hh signaling determines 
the development of stem cells in their niche (12). Members of the 
TGF-β family are TGF-β, nodal, activin, and BMP. This family con-
trols stem cell fate by affecting diverse cellular functions, such as 
growth arrest, apoptosis, migration, and differentiation. BMP4, for 
example, is required for hematopoiesis and expressed by cells of the 
microenvironment of hematopoietic stem cells (13). TGF-β signal-

ing is essential to maintain immaturity and quiescence of melano-
cyte stem cells in their niches within the hair bulge (14). Contacts 
of stem cells with neighboring cells are also pivotal for stem cell 
niches, as adherens junctions via cadherins play a role in the control 
of asymmetric and symmetric stem cell divisions (15). One example 
is neuronal cadherin, which is expressed by mesenchymal stem cells 
(MSCs) and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells to enable cellular 
interactions (16). In addition, signaling pathways such as Notch 
require a direct physical contact of signal-sending and signal- 
receiving cells. Notch1 receptor, for instance, was shown to be crit-
ical to maintaining neuronal proliferation of stem cells in their 
niche, whereas other Notch receptors are apparently required for 
further cell development (11, 17–19).

Stem cells are often found on basement membranes that typi-
cally underlie the epithelium or endothelium (20). The contact 
of stem cells with basement membrane proteins is mediated by 
adhesion molecules called integrins. A loss or alteration of integ-
rin expression enables recruitment of stem cells (21). Furthermore, 
the contact of niche cells to the peripheral nervous system helps 
to control stem cell recruitment. For instance, hematopoietic stem 
cell recruitment from the bone marrow into the bloodstream can 
be initiated by the sympathetic nervous system via innervation of 
their niche (22). High local concentrations of norepinephrine, the 
neurotransmitter of the peripheral sympathetic nervous system, in 
the hematopoietic stem cell niche are mediated by granulocyte col-
ony–stimulating factor, apparently by inhibiting norepinephrine 
reuptake by nerve terminals, leading to a high sympathetic tone 
and finally enhanced stem/progenitor cell mobilization (22, 23). 
Despite the importance of all niche elements mentioned above, the 
presence of a stem cell ultimately defines the stem cell niche. There-
fore, the identification of stem cells is usually the first step in defin-
ing stem cell niches within tissues of interest. Stem cells have two 
general properties: (a) they are able to renew themselves by dividing 
for long periods of time, and (b) they are unspecialized cells that 
can generate highly specialized effector cells (24). These character-
istics must be fulfilled by stem cell candidates and are normally 
tested by a full set of rigorous in vitro and in vivo techniques such 
as multiple surface marker analysis, cell clone expansion assays, col-
ony formation assays, multipotency tests, transplantation assays, 
and cell lineage–tracing studies. Most of these test systems were 
originally evolved in the hematopoietic stem cell field, which has a 
long history of research starting in the late 19th century (25).

Examples of stem cell niches
Well-defined stem cell niches in vertebrates are located in the bone 
marrow, crypts of the small intestine, and the bulge of hair follicles 
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(26–29). All of these tissues are characterized by substantial cell 
turnover, which facilitates the detection of stem cell activity due 
to their continuous supply of cells. Apart from molecular markers 
typically expressed by stem cells, their ability to retain 3H-thymi-
dine or the thymidine analog BrdU during asymmetric cell prolifer-
ation is often used for their identification. When a stem cell divides 
asymmetrically, one daughter cell remains a stem cell and retains 
50% of the DNA label, and the other daughter cell becomes a lin-
eage-committed progenitor cell (transit-amplifying cell) that stead-
ily dilutes the label during proliferation. Although this method is 
intriguing, it has several disadvantages. If progenitor cells stop their 
proliferation and finally differentiate, mature effector cells can also 
retain the DNA label for a long time (30), and quiescent stem cells 
that did not enter the cell cycle during the labeling period remain 
unmarked. Stem cells in tissues with less cell turnover are more 
difficult to detect. One example is the brain, where the presence 
and activity of neuronal stem cells have been recently demonstrated 
despite the long-held belief that the adult brain cannot generate 
new neurons (31). Indeed, neuronal stem cells are now thought to 
be involved in learning and memory formation (31). A subpopula-
tion of astrocytes that express glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) 
was identified as neuronal stem cells in the subventricular and sub-
granular zone of the brain in mammals (32, 33). Liver also has rel-
atively low cell turnover rates. The lifespan of hepatocytes is about 
150–450 days under normal conditions (34, 35), but the liver has a 
high regenerative capacity after injury, as discussed below.

Hepatic stem cell niches
Among adult mammalian organs the liver appears unique, in that 
normal cell turnover is managed by the proliferation of differenti-

ated parenchymal and nonparenchymal cells. The proverbial rapid 
reconstitution of liver mass after intoxication or injury is realized 
by residual liver cells without obvious contribution of stem/pro-
genitor cells (36, 37). Liver stem/progenitor cells, termed hepatic 
progenitor cells in humans (38) and oval cells in rodents (39, 40), 
emerge when hepatocyte proliferation is overwhelmed by persis-
tent or severe liver injury. Oval cells, named for their morphological 
appearance, are bipotent precursor cells that can contribute to the 
formation of bile ducts (41) and to the regeneration of liver par-
enchyma as determined by transplantation studies (42–44). They 
represent a heterogeneous population of duct-forming or nonduc-
tular cells that show varying expression patterns (45), with charac-
teristics of bile duct cells (41) and immature parenchymal cells (46). 
These precursor cells appear in the portal field of the liver (46) after 
persistent severe liver injury such as chronic viral hepatitis (47) or 
proliferative senescence of hepatocytes in steatohepatitis (48) and 
are thought to originate from the terminal branches of the intrahe-
patic biliary system, the canals of Hering (49).

Canals of Hering. Substantial evidence for the existence of a stem 
cell niche in the canals of Hering, which are lined by small cholan-
giocytes and hepatocytes, has come from label-retention assays 
(50). In addition, moderate hepatic injury through sublethal 
acetaminophen intoxication revealed several locations for BrdU- 
retaining cells: in the canals of Hering, in intralobular bile ducts, 
in the periphery of bile ducts, and within the portal field, which 
contained small label-retaining hepatocytes (50) (Figure 1). Stem/
progenitor cells that reside within the canals of Hering and bile 
ducts seem to generate these small hepatocytes, which retain the 
BrdU label for at least 2 months (50). This interpretation supports 
the earlier concept of the “streaming liver,” which states that new 

Figure 1
Model of the hepatic stem cell niche in the canals of Hering. Label-retaining cells (black nuclei) represent putative stem cells and are located in the 
canals of Hering as keratin-expressing cells. Also, cholangiocytes of intralobular bile ducts, small hepatocytes, and less-characterized null cells 
retain the BrdU label after acetaminophen treatment of mice (50). Coexpression of keratin 19 and albumin in small hepatocytes at the interface 
of cholangiocytes and hepatocytes in the canals of Hering indicate that hepatocytes are generated at this site by stem/progenitor cells (116). A 
continuous production of hepatocytes within the portal field is supported by SOX9 fate-mapping analysis (54). Small cholangiocytes lining the 
canals of Hering and ductules may represent cholangiocyte precursors, which potentially contribute to the cholangiocyte population of larger bile 
ducts (116) and could explain the presence of label-retaining cholangiocytes at this site (50).
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hepatocytes are continuously generated in the portal field and 
mature on their way to the central vein (51). It should be men-
tioned here that much controversy has surrounded this concept in 
the past, as discussed by others previously (35). In addition, cells 
without hepatobiliary markers (termed null cells) that are close to 
portal tracts are also label-retaining cells, but their identity and 
origin remains unclear (50) (Figure 1). Null cells might represent 
stem/progenitor cells from extrahepatic sites and may originate 
from circulating bone marrow cells (50, 52). Bone marrow–derived 
stem/progenitor cells that express thymus cell antigen-1 were 
already reported to contribute to liver regeneration (53).

Additional support for a stem cell niche within the portal field was 
provided by a lineage-tracing study that relied on the detection of 
sex determining region Y–box containing gene 9–expressing (SOX9-
expressing) cells (54). In this transgenic mouse model, the SOX9 
promoter controlled the expression of a Cre recombinase fused to 
mutated human estrogen receptor T2 (ERT2), which cleaved a stop 
codon following tamoxifen binding to enable the irreversible expres-
sion of the β-galactosidase (LacZ) reporter gene. This approach 
permanently labeled SOX9-expressing cells and their progeny. 
Time-resolved analysis of LacZ appearance by X-gal staining after 
tamoxifen exposure revealed that the reporter first appeared in bile 
duct cells, which include cells in the canals of Hering, and then in 
hepatocytes (54). Thus, bile duct cells seem to represent precur-
sor cells of hepatocytes. The number of LacZ-labeled hepatocytes 
increased with time, and hepatocytes from the SOX9 lineage spread 
from the portal field to the central vein, reminiscent of the stream-
ing liver hypothesis (51, 54). This observation was made in the nor-
mal mouse liver but was more pronounced after applying a methi-
onine- and choline-deficient diet supplemented with ethionine 
(MCDE) (54), which is a chronic hepatic injury model associated 
with an oval cell response (55, 56). Interestingly, SOX9 fate mapping 
failed to label α-fetoprotein–expressing oval cells that appeared on 
the MCDE diet (54). A small subpopulation of oval cells seemed to 
derive from the SOX9-positive biliary duct cells (54), which further 
supports the concept of a stem cell niche associated with bile ducts. 
Given that precursor cells involved in the early organogenesis of the 
liver remained unlabeled by SOX9 fate mapping as observed with 
α-fetoprotein–positive oval cells in adult mice (54), it should be clar-
ified whether SOX9 is simply not expressed or whether the reporter 
gene is silenced by epigenetic mechanisms in these cells; silencing of 
reporter genes is frequently observed in stem/progenitor cells from 
transgenic animal models (57–60).

Human hepatic stem cells are described as small epithelial cell 
adhesion molecule–expressing (EpCAM-expressing) cells that con-
stitute approximately 0.5%–2.5% of the adult liver parenchyma. 
They lack α-fetoprotein synthesis but exhibit the expression of 
some cholangiocyte and hepatocyte markers (61). As the epithe-
lium of small bile ducts expresses EpCAM in normal liver (62), 
it is possible that several cells represent stem/progenitor cells in 
the canals of Hering. The existence of primitive stem cells with-
out hepatobiliary markers at this site is not established yet, and 
more stem cell–restricted molecular markers are necessary to elu-
cidate this. Relatively few data on the surrounding environment 
of hepatic stem cells in the canals of Hering in normal liver are 
available thus far. Most studies have relied on murine liver injury 
models associated with an oval cell response to characterize possi-
ble niche elements. These studies revealed that one key element of 
the niche is the extracellular matrix component laminin, a protein 
that maintains the undifferentiated phenotype of oval cells and 

promotes their proliferation in vitro (63, 64). Indeed, a basement 
membrane is present in the canals of Hering (65). Potentially all 
cell types of the liver can interact with hepatic stem cells in the 
canals of Hering or with duct-forming oval cells after severe liver 
injury, including more mature cholangiocytes, hepatocytes, stel-
late cells, portal myofibroblasts, liver sinusoidal endothelial cells 
(LSECs), and cells of the immune system such as macrophages.

Several studies have investigated the signaling factors released or 
presented by neighboring cells that influence the behavior of oval 
cells. Hepatic stellate cells (also called Ito cells) and myofibroblasts 
are closely associated with oval cells during liver regeneration (11, 
66) and release growth factors, chemokines, and cytokines that can 
potentially influence their survival, proliferation, migration, and 
differentiation (61, 67–74). HGF is one signaling factor released 
by stellate cells that can affect migration, proliferation, and dif-
ferentiation of hepatic progenitor cells (67, 75, 76). Prevention of 
hepatic stellate cell activation through a diet supplemented with 
2% L-cysteine is associated with a significantly decreased oval 
cell response in rats after inhibition of hepatocyte proliferation 
by 2-acetylaminofluorene (2AAF) and subsequent liver injury 
through partial hepatectomy (73), demonstrating the importance 
of activated stellate cells as supportive stromal cells for hepatic pro-
genitor cells. Activation of canonical WNT signaling via β-catenin 
through the ligand WNT3a secreted by macrophages initiates the 
differentiation of oval cells into hepatocytes, whereas stimulation 
of Notch signaling in oval cells via the ligand jagged 1 from myofi-
broblasts favors their differentiation into cholangiocytes (11). This 
provides an interesting example of cell fate specification through 
the competing interaction of Notch and canonical WNT signaling. 
Thus, stellate cells, myofibroblasts, and macrophages obviously 
act as supporting cells to create a suitable microenvironment for 
expanding hepatic progenitor cells (11, 64, 67, 68, 73). Little infor-
mation is available yet about possible influences of hepatocytes, 
mature cholangiocytes, and LSECs on hepatic progenitor cells. 
Initial evidence exists that injured or dying hepatocytes release 
the Hh ligands sonic Hh (Shh) and Indian Hh (Ihh), which can 
activate the Hh pathway in hepatic progenitor cells to promote 
their survival and expansion (77, 78). Afferent vagal innervation of 
hepatic bile ducts has been reported in one study (79), and nerves 
extend into the canals of Hering (65). Interestingly, the recruit-
ment of hepatic progenitor cells is enhanced following inhibition 
of the sympathetic nervous system (80) or disconnection of the 
hepatic nerves during liver transplantation (81). The peripheral 
nervous system apparently controls the recruitment of progenitor 
cells in the canals of Hering.

Space of Disse. Until hematopoiesis is established in the bone mar-
row postnatally, the liver is one of the main hematopoietic organs 
during fetal development. Sites of blood formation are visible 
through clusters of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells within 
the sinusoids of fetal liver parenchyma (82). During fetal devel-
opment, hematopoietic stem cells constitute 0.1%–0.2% of the 
liver cells (83). These niches may potentially be occupied again by 
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells in adults when the bone mar-
row fails to provide an adequate environment in diseases such as 
osteomyelofibrosis (84). In addition to the canals of Hering, other 
areas of the liver can also transiently provide a niche for stem cells.

Similar to the bone marrow, the liver exhibits a discontinuous 
capillary network made by fenestrated LSECs. The space of Disse, 
named after the German anatomist and histologist Joseph Disse, 
is a unique perisinusoidal space within the liver parenchyma 
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delineated by LSECs and parenchymal cells. Microvilli of par-
enchymal cells extend into this intercellular space to improve the 
uptake of blood plasma components. Hepatic stellate cells are 
vitamin A–storing cells that typically reside within the space of 
Disse. Stellate cells are mainly known as the primary collagen- 
producing cells following liver injury, which are responsible for 
fibrogenesis in chronic liver disease (85). In addition to a role for 
stellate cells in fibrogenesis, evidence exists that stellate cells have 
properties of stem cells (86–92). The expression of stem/progeni-
tor cell–associated genes such as nestin in stellate cells of the liver 
and pancreas (86, 89, 92–94) and the potential of stellate cells to 
differentiate into hepatocyte-like cells in vitro (86, 92) indicate 
that stellate cells have stem cell characteristics. Moreover, stel-
late cells can grow as cell clones in culture and maintain their 
capability to differentiate, which suggests self-renewal potential 
(92). Further supporting this notion, hepatic stellate cells have 
the potential to develop into undifferentiated embryonal sar-
coma cells in the liver (95). Fate-mapping analyses that relied on 
a GFAP-dependent reporter mouse model indicated that cells 
expressing this stellate cell marker contributed to liver regenera-
tion through differentiation into hepatocytes and cholangiocytes 
after application of a MCDE diet (88). This contribution of stel-
late cells to liver regeneration was recently confirmed with pancre-
atic stellate cells, which were transplanted via tail vein injections 
into rats that underwent partial hepatectomy in the presence of 
2AAF and substantially contributed to liver regeneration through 
differentiation into epithelial cell lineages (92). An important role 
of stellate cells in liver regeneration is also underlined by the fact 
that the CD95 ligand does not induce apoptosis in quiescent 
hepatic stellate cells despite expression of CD95/Fas in these cells 
(96, 97). In quiescent hepatic stellate cells, CD95 ligand even inac-
tivates CD95 through tyrosine nitration and acts as a mitogen 
through Src-dependent shedding of the epidermal growth factor 
(96). Though some experimental evidence supports the idea that 
stellate cells function as stem/progenitor cells, the stem cell status 
of stellate cells and their contribution to tissue repair remains 
controversial in the field, given that stem/progenitor cell–based 
liver regeneration is generally seen as a process that involves ker-
atin-expressing progenitor cells. Although the participation of 
mesodermal cells in epithelial tissue regeneration is under debate, 
evidence suggests that MSCs from bone marrow or adipose tissue 

can contribute to liver repair through differentiation (98–100). 
Since MSCs are reported to occur in all organs (101), it is impor-
tant to elucidate a possible function of MSCs in maintaining 
hepatic stem cell niches as supportive stromal cells. Interestingly, 
desmin-expressing hepatic stellate cells are closely associated with 
hematopoietic sites in the fetal liver and are suggested to support 
hematopoiesis as liver-resident MSCs (102, 70, 91, 103). Similar 
to neuronal stem cells and bone marrow MSCs (33, 104), hepatic 
stellate cells seem to fulfill a dual role as supportive cells on the 
one hand and precursor cells on the other.

Quiescent stellate cells are maintained in the space of Disse. A 
basement membrane–like structure with reticular collagen IV and 
laminin is present in normal liver, and basement membrane pro-
teins are known to preserve quiescence in stellate cells (105). Acti-
vated stellate cells show a phenotype reminiscent of myofibrob-
lasts that is reversible, as recently observed in vivo (106, 107). Liver 
parenchymal cells sustain quiescence of stellate cells by the release 
of soluble factors that apparently include canonical WNT ligands 
when they are cultured together (72, 108). The chemokine CXCL12 
can attract hepatic stellate cells via CXCR4 (71, 72), and stellate 
cells were experimentally shown to migrate to LSECs in response 
to CXCL12 (72). In addition, stellate cells start to release CXCL12 
after activation (70–72) and can potentially attract other cells. 
Apart from signaling pathways that rely on soluble factors, Notch 
signaling requires cell contacts and may also be relevant for stellate 
cells. In the liver, signal-sending cells that present Notch ligands 
such as jagged 1 are hepatocytes and cholangiocytes (72, 109, 
110), whereas quiescent hepatic stellate cells exhibit no jagged 1  
protein synthesis (72). Jagged 1 appears during the activation of 
stellate cells (72), which further indicates that activated stellate 
cells can also provide a suitable environment for hepatic progeni-
tor cells. Nerve endings are also found close to stellate cells in the 
liver (111). Hepatic stellate cells can directly respond to perivas-
cular nerve stimulation through the release of the osmolyte myo-
inositol and exhibit Ca2+ transients in response to phenylephrine 
(112, 113). Their stimulation with norepinephrine leads to a rapid 
release of prostaglandins, which can activate glycogenolysis in 
neighboring liver parenchymal cells (114, 115), thereby increasing 
the local glucose concentration. Thus, stellate cells can integrate 
signals from distant cells or organs to affect the behavior of neigh-
boring cells in their niche. These findings indicate that the micro-

Figure 2
Model of intercellular communication in the stellate cell niche of nor-
mal liver. Hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) are located on basement mem-
brane proteins such as laminin and collagen type IV (grid) between 
LSECs and parenchymal cells (PCs). HSCs are attracted to LSECs 
through CXCL12 and are associated with PCs, which express Notch 
ligands such as jagged 1 (JAG1) and release canonical WNT ligands 
to influence stellate cell development (72). Quiescent stellate cells in 
turn secrete HGF, which is probably involved in liver tissue homeosta-
sis and can support hepatic progenitor cells (75, 76). HSCs receive 
signals from the sympathetic nervous system through norepinephrine 
(NE) release (112, 115).
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environment in the space of Disse controls the behavior of stellate 
cells and represents their niche (Figure 2).

Future research and perspectives
The identification and elucidation of hepatic stem cell niche 
composition and function in the normal and regenerating liver 
are pivotal to developing therapeutic strategies for patients with 
impaired liver regeneration, which is usually seen in chronic liver 
diseases. Moreover, proper in vitro expansion of stem/progeni-
tor cells without loss of their developmental potential, as well as 
establishment of cell differentiation protocols for the generation 
of functional hepatocytes, are important for therapeutic cell trans-
plantation. Substantial progress has been made in recent years in 
all of these areas. However, additional fundamental research using 
rigorous test systems, such as those established in the hematopoi-
etic stem cell field, is required to fully characterize liver stem cells 
and to understand the architecture of the stem cell niches in the 
liver. It is not clear yet whether the expansion of ducts by prolif-
erating hepatic progenitor cells during liver regeneration exactly 
mirrors the niche in the canals of Hering. Therefore, future studies 
should also investigate the stem cell niche in the normal liver as 
well. The selective inhibition of niche components by using knock-
out animals and specific inhibitors of receptors may provide new 
insights. Possible targets include niche elements such as cell-cell 
contacts (e.g., neuronal cadherin), signaling pathways (e.g., canon-
ical/noncanonical WNT, Notch, TGF-β family, Hh), the CXCL12/
CXCR4 axis, basement membrane proteins (e.g., laminin, collagen 
type IV), and integrins. Moreover, putative stem cells in the canals 
of Hering should be better defined by unique markers to enable 
their exact characterization and to clarify the presence of stem 
cells without hepatobiliary markers at this site. Homing of trans-
planted EpCAM+ hepatic stem cells in the canals of Hering has not 
yet been reported and would further support the concept of the 
stem cell niche. In contrast, homing of migrating hematopoietic 
stem cells can reoccur in the space of Disse of the adult liver under 
certain conditions. Additionally, transplanted stellate cells are 
capable of homing to the space of Disse (92). The first evidence is 
provided by in vitro experiments examining possible interactions 
of niche elements in the space of Disse (72), but these findings 
need to be confirmed in animal models as described above.

As general features of stem cell niches can be found in both the 
canals of Hering and the space of Disse, it is worth outlining the 
differences between these two sites. The canals of Hering appear 
to contain slow-cycling precursor cells in the normal liver (50, 54, 
116), whereas the space of Disse normally contains quiescent stel-
late cells and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells that only rarely 
divide. The direct exposure of hepatic stem cells to high concentra-
tions of bile acids in the canals of Hering represents a prominent 
difference from the environment in the space of Disse. Bile acids 
act not only as emulgators of lipids but also as signaling mole-
cules that can support liver regeneration (117). Another difference 
in the composition of these two niches is the presence of LSECs 
in the space of Disse and cholangiocytes in the canals of Hering, 
both of which can release CXCL12 to attract CXCR4-expressing 
cells (72, 118). Additional differences and their consequences may 
become apparent in further analyses. Future research should also 
address how hepatic stem cell niches are affected by chronic dis-
eases and aging. Are niches altered or lost, and are these changes 
responsible for impaired liver regeneration? Variation in the com-
position and abundance of basement membrane proteins can be 
observed in liver diseases (119), which may also adversely affect the 
maintenance of stem cell niches. An age-related decline in stem 
cell niche integrity is known (120) and could lead to impaired 
self-renewal and inappropriate differentiation of stem cells in 
their niche. Indeed, further characterization of the liver stem cell 
niches as well as changes in liver diseases are challenges for future 
research that promise new insights into liver physiology.
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